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1 Introduction- Mamluk Fire Qarqal 

This project is a representation of the outer most layer of an elite Mamluk Khassaki (knight). These 
garments were barded with black powder cartridges. Their horses, lances, helm and quite often, hand 
cannons were similarly barded.  They were set ablaze and pointed at the enemy. The combination of 
fire and sound was a very good scare tactic. These soldiers were not part of a suicide unit. The 
garments were made from wool, covered in talc and were fire resistant.  Combined with a layer of silk 
and mail, these coats could be used multiple times.  They were the medieval equivalent of a nomex 
racing suit. 
 

2 Fire Coat Written Account 

Due to the nature of the garment, there are not any known examples of the Mamluk Qarqal.  What is 
known about these coats has been written in training manuals. One of the more famous manuals, Al-
Makhzun jami` al-funun (known as the St. Petersburgh manuscript) describes the garment and it‟s 
use thusly: 
 
"The kings of old times did not engage in war except by stratagem. The Prophet said: war is trickery. 
This was the practice until the time of Halawun (Hulaku or Hulegu) when the people of Egypt used 
this trick and defeated the Tatars (Mongols). Horses (of the enemy) dare not face fire and the horse 
will run away with its rider. The way to do it is to choose a number of cavaliers and furnish their 
lances from both ends with gunpowder (barud). The cavalier will wear a garment (qarqal) with its front 
face made of black thick woolen cloth (balas). It is strewn with balls of linen fiber (mushaqq) that have 
metal wires at their ends so that they are inserted into the garment and the helmet. The horse is also 
draped with thick woolen cloth (balas). His hands will be smeared with dissolved talc so that he is not 
burnt by fire. In front of them will be whatever they choose from foot soldiers furnished with sprinkler 
maces, crackers (sawarikh, explosive charges) and cannon (madafi`). They (the cavalry and the foot 
soldiers) will take their place in front of the army.”
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3 Gunpowder Charges 

There are 5 recipes for black powder that were used by the Mamluks during the mid 14
th
 century. 

These recipes are listed in the chapter „funun al-naft min al- jidd wa al-hazl‟ (The art of gunpowder for 
serious work or for pleasure).  The charges were not of sufficient size to do anything except make a 
lot of noise. The average of these gives us a break down of the primary chemicals

2
 as followed: 

 
KNO3 (potassium nitrate): 74.38 % 
S (sulphur): 6.5 % 
C (carbon): 19.12 % 
 

                                                      
1
 St. Petersburgh MS. Al-Makhzun jami` al-funun, uncertain author, pp. 160-161 

2
  St. Petersburgh MS. Al-Makhzun jami` al-funun, uncertain author, pp 148, 149, 150. 
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4 Illustrations of the coat 
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5 Project notes 

5.1 Basic construction 
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This tunic started as the starting point for the qarqal.  This garment is indicative of the style worn by 
men in the Ottoman Empire and of the right time period.  The pattern was then cut up the middle to 
create an open jacket.  Most military garments were wrapped garment (similar to a gi) and were held 
closed by a belt tied around the middle.  
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3
 JR Partington, A History of Greek Fire and Gunpowder, p 207 

4
 Pattern based on Charles Mellor: http://www.feoragdubh.eastkingdom.org/Nutshell_2004-

05/nab_bishop_pants_tunic.htm 
5
 David Nicolle, TheMamluks 1250-1517, p8 
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5.2 Padding 

The garment described is padded.  The most likely padding materials is either horse hair or hemp..  
Channels were sewn at ¼”  intervals. The garment below is from the Kazaghand Ottoman region, 15

th
 

century. It illustrates the type of padding done to military jackets 
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5.3 Materials 

Jacket Details 

 The jacket shell and lining are 100% wool.   

 The front of the garment is padded with 100% cotton. This is due to allergies to both hemp 
and horse hair 

Gunpowder Cartridges 

 The cartridges are made from 100% natural, un-dyed linen.   

 Gunpowder is simulated using rough ground coffee beans.  The substitution was made due 
to the nature of gunpowder. This allows the garment to be stored without the need for 
ammunitions grade metal containers. 

 Cartridges are closed using linen floss. 
 

6 Conclusion 

Due to peroneal muscular atrophy and arthritis in both hands, this garment was sewn by 
machine. 
 
This is a project which has been 2 years in research.  As there is not much known about these 
garments, this jacket is a theoretical representation of what this garment may have looked like. The 
materials are based upon the science of fire resistance. The charges are shown 2 dimensionally. It is 
more likely there were a multitude of charges scattered over the front surface of the coat. This would 
increase the fear factor of the garment.  Also more charges, placed closely together would allow the 
charges not to have to be ignited one by one.  Groupings would allow the rider to be ablaze for a 
longer period of time.  It is also theorized that the charges would have been soaked in “naft” a type of 
medieval napalm acting as an accelerant.
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 Once the garment has completed it‟s life as an A & S 

entry, the examination of this approach will continue.  The coffee cartridges will be removed and 
actual black powder charges will be applied. This will be done in a controlled environment with all 
safety protocols in place.  The garment will be further examined to see what damage has been 
sustained and if the hypothesis made for garment construction were correct. 

                                                      
6
 http://i4.photobucket.com/albums/y110/Nephtys/Miscellaneous/Kazaghand_Ottoman_Mid-

15th_C.jpg 
7
 David Ayalon, Gunpowder and Firearms in the Mamluk Kingdom: A Challenge to Medieval Society 


